
Ephesians 2:1–10 (The Message, a paraphrase)  
It wasn’t so long ago that you were mired in that old stagnant life of sin. You let 

the world, which doesn’t know the first thing about living, tell you how to live. You 
filled your lungs with polluted unbelief, and then exhaled disobedience. We all did it, 
all of us doing what we felt like doing, when we felt like doing it, all of us in the same 
boat. It’s a wonder God didn’t lose his temper and do away with the whole lot of us. 
Instead, immense in mercy and with an incredible love, he embraced us. He took our 
sin-dead lives and made us alive in Christ. He did all this on his own, with no help from 
us! Then he picked us up and set us down in highest heaven in company with Jesus, 
our Messiah.  

Now God has us where he wants us, with all the time in this world and the next to 
shower grace and kindness upon us in Christ Jesus. Saving is all his idea, and all his 
work. All we do is trust him enough to let him do it. It’s God’s gift from start to finish! 
We don’t play the major role. If we did, we’d probably go around bragging that we’d 
done the whole thing! No, we neither make nor save ourselves. God does both the 
making and saving. He creates each of us by Christ Jesus to join him in the work he 
does, the good work he has gotten ready for us to do, work we had better be doing. 

Galatians 1:6–9 (NRSV)  
6 I am astonished that you are so quickly deserting the one who called you in the 

grace of Christ and are turning to a different gospel— 7 not that there is another gospel, 
but there are some who are confusing you and want to pervert the gospel of Christ. 8 

But even if we or an angel from heaven should proclaim to you a gospel contrary to 
what we proclaimed to you, let that one be accursed! 9 As we have said before, so now I 
repeat, if anyone proclaims to you a gospel contrary to what you received, let that one 
be accursed!  

What is the gospel of Jesus Christ? Could there be a Christianity with no Christ? 

How many Christians go to church on any given Sunday in America? What’s your guess? It 
is a harder question to get a good handle on than you might think. Gallup has for years 
asked people, “Did you attend a worship service in the last week?” The typical responses 
run about 40% “yes.” However, virtually all researchers who study these topics believe that 
the Gallup figure is inflated. Some respondents are honestly mistaken and others simply 
want to say they were at church. 

About fifteen years ago, Hadaway and Marler looked at actual churches across America and 
published their findings on worship attendance in the Journal for the Scientific Study of 
Religion. They found an actual attendance rate of 20.4%. 

Christian Smith, a sociology professor at the University of North Carolina and lead 
researcher on the National Study of Youth and Religion, says, “I think the actual number is 
halfway between the Gallup figure and the Hadaway figure, 27-30%. However, if it came 
out that [Hadaway] was right and the actual number was 20%, I would not be too 
surprised.”1 So where is everybody? George Barna thinks he has some of the answers. 

Barna is certainly the busiest market researcher of all things Christian. He has conducted 
many surveys over the years and recently stepped back to look at the state of religion in 
America, conducting a “meta-analysis” of over 30,000 surveys collected across more than 
eight years. Barna’s multivariate analysis of the data identified seven groupings of 

                                            
1From an article by Bob Smietana, “Statistical Illusion,” published by Christianity Today, April 1, 2006. 
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responses, which he then labeled: Casual Christians, Captive Christians, American Jews, 
Mormons, Pantheists, Muslims, and Spiritual Skeptics.2 

Notice that Barna’s analysis revealed two clearly discernible groups among the self-
described Christians, which he labeled Casual Christians and Captive Christians. The 
breakdown was 80% Casual and 20% Captive. Thus, since about 80% of Americans are self-
described Christians, fully two-thirds (.8 x .8) of all responses ended up in the grouping, 
Casual Christian. Barna writes, “By sheer weight of numbers, the Casuals define the status 
quo. This group is, in a very real sense, the eight-hundred pound gorilla that established the 
standards of the moral and spiritual life of the United States. In every respect, until 
something happens to intentionally alter matters, theirs is the default condition of the 
country. 

Here’s a bit from Barna on what he learned about the “Casual” Christians: 
• Only 18% of the Casuals believe that spiritual maturity requires a commitment to 

a church. 
• 2/3 believe that “God helps those who help themselves.” 
•  2/3 believe that success in life is about personal accomplishments, not obedience 

to God. 
• Casuals believe that life is their personal responsibility and God is waiting in the 

wings to nudge them and even to save them when times get desperate. 
• Casuals believe that God is more interested in their happiness than their holiness. 

In contrast, here are a few of Barna’s comments on the “Captive” Christians: 
• 96% strongly believe that the purpose of life is to love God with all their hearts, 

mind, strength, and souls. 
• Captives see themselves as “deeply spiritual creatures who are full-time servants 

of the Living God.” 
• Their most important relationship is with God. 
• Their most important reference group is the Church. 
• They see their faith as the very heart of their existence and daily purpose. 

Since so-called “Captive” Christians make up only 16% of American adults in Barna’s 
research, it isn’t very hard to understand why worship attendance is such a casual thing to 
so many self-professed Christians. As Barna writes, “Casuals do not get too excited about 
matters of faith.” To put it differently, the Casuals lack passion for the faith, their church, 
or their Lord. 

A Christless Christianity 

One of the most important research studies of religion and faith in recent years is the 
National Study of Youth and Religion (NSYR), led by Christian Smith from the University 
of North Carolina. I won’t bore you with the details of their methodology, but it is a very 
well done study, better than most. They did phone surveys with several thousand older 
youth, tracked them over a period of years, and supplemented the phone surveys with in-
depth interviews of hundreds of them. It is the sort of research you can actually have 
confidence in. 

Recognizing that the faith of teenagers and young adults tends to reflect that of their 
parents, Smith and his colleagues came to some startling conclusions, including: 

We have come with some confidence to believe that a significant part of 
Christianity in the United States is actually only tenuously Christian in any 
sense that it is seriously connected to the actual historical Christian tradition.    
. . . It is not so much that U. S. Christianity is being secularized. Rather, more 
subtly, Christianity is either degenerating into a pathetic version of itself, or 

                                            
2 This is from George Barna’s book, The Seven Faith Tribes: Who they are, what they believe, and why they 
matter. Tyndale House Publishers. 2009. If you are interested in this sort of thing, Barna’s book is an 
interesting read. 



more significantly, Christianity is being colonized and displaced by quite a 
different religious tradition.3 

Based on their research, Smith found the key tenets of this new “Christianity” to be: 

• A god exists who created and ordered the world and watches over human 
life on earth. 

• God wants people to be good, nice, and fair to each other, as taught in the 
Bible and by most world religions. 

• The central goal of life is to be happy and to feel good about oneself. 

• God does not need to be particularly involved in one's life except when God 
is needed to resolve a problem. 

• Good people go to heaven when they die. 

Smith calls this new faith “Moralistic Therapeutic Deism” or simply “MTD.” 

Look over these five tenets and ask yourself what, or better, who is missing? Of course . . . 
Jesus is missing! According this version of “Christianity” there is no need for Jesus. Sure we 
might need some help from time to time, and it is handy that God is there to lend a hand, 
but we don’t need a rescue from our sinfulness. Sin has no place in MTD. 

And what constitutes the “good” we are supposed to do so we can go to heaven. “Be nice.” 
That’s it, the sum of human morality and the Judeo-Christian ethic across three millenia. 
Be nice. Smith gets it right when he calls this new faith “pathetic.” 

Another NSYR researcher, Kenda Creasy Dean, calls MTD a parasite, living off Christianity, 
but slowly weakening it and eventually destroying it. She calls MTD “Christian-ish” not 
Christian.4 

MTD is a Christless Christianity, as if there could be such a thing. She writes, “Why do 
teenagers practice Moralistic Therapeutic Deism? Not because they have misunderstood 
what we have taught them in church. They practice it because this is what we have taught 
them in church.” Gulp. 

Take a moment and compare the sampling of statements from Barna about the “Casual 
Christians” and Smith’s tenets of Moralistic Therapeutic Deism. The similarities are 
evident. 

Need a bit more? Scot McKnight works extensively with young adults and has for fifteen 
years. He writes, “Reared on self-esteem and impervious to guilt, the next generation needs 
good news that can break through their defenses.” McKnight goes on to say that you can’t 
talk about sin and grace to someone reared on Mister Rogers5 and “I’m Ok, You’re Ok.” 
Even more telling is this, “iGens have a robust enough self-image to think Jesus is just like 
them.” 6 

Yet, the whole point of the cross, the climactic moment in the Christian story, is that there 
is something deeply wrong with us that we cannot fix; i.e., we are not “ok.” Instead, God 
must rescue us from ourselves and reconcile us to him. As John the Baptist put it when 
Jesus came forward to begin his public ministry, “Behold the lamb of God who takes away 
the sins of the world.” If there is nothing deeply and fundamentally wrong with us, wwhich 
we call “sin,” there is no need for a Savior, nor for God’s grace. 

                                            
3Smith and his colleagues have produced two books, detailing their findings: Soul Searching: The religious 
and spiritual lives of American teenagers and, later, Souls in Transition: The religious and spiritual lives of 
emerging adults. As you can tell by the titles, the books reflect the on-going tracking of these people as they 
got older. 
4 From her book, Almost Christian, recently published by Oxford University Press. Dean is an associate 
professor at Princeton Seminary. 
5It is worth remembering that Mister Rogers’ Neighborhood went on national television in 1968. The 
original publication date of the book, I’m Ok, You’re Ok was in 1967. Both more than forty years ago. 
6From McKnight’s article, “The Gospel for iGens,” in Leadership journal, summer, 2009. McKnight is a 
much-published New Testament scholar and theologian from Northpark University. 



At least I’m here! 

Given the thrust this data, we might conclude that merely showing up for church is plenty. 
If only 30% or so of Christians even make it to church on a given Sunday, then “At least I’m 
here!” seems like a victory. But that is where we begin to go wrong – thinking that halfway 
is better than no way at all. After all, if you aren’t going to be hot, then isn’t lukewarm 
better than cold? 

But recall the passage from Revelation 3 last week. Jesus wants the Laodiceans to be hot or 
cold, but never lukewarm. Just showing up is no better than staying home. Jesus wants our 
heart, our passion, our full-throated cry, “My God and my all!” 

Thus, our new mission statement: “Calling the Christianish to become passionate 
servants,” emphasis on passionate. 

Use whatever language you like: 

• Almost Christian or Altogether Christian 

• Casual Christian or Captive Christian 

• Christianish or Christian 

The point is still the same. God, who loved us and gave himself for us, calls us to the 
Lordship of Christ, crucified and resurrected, and to a way of life that is characterized by 
genuine, passionate, “all-in” love of God and love of others. 

Questions for Discussion and Reflection 
Rev. Arthur Jones has written the curricula for the Christianish Connection Group 
series. Here are some of the questions the groups will be talking about this week: 

1. Consider the metaphor of faith as jumping off a cliff into water and how all too 
often we settle for sitting on the side and dipping our toes in the water. 

a. What keeps us on the side? What keeps others on the side? St. Andrew 
has around 6,000 members. Significantly less than half attend regularly. 
What keeps people from jumping into church? 

b. When we show up, what keeps us from fully engaging in the worship 
experience? What keeps us checking our watches and our phones rather 
than asking God to transform us in that moment? 

c. Conversely, what draws us into the water? What draws us into church 
2. How do we become like little children running to jump into the pond. Imagine 

God’s presence as that pond. 
a. When children jump into the water, their love for the water and the rush 

of jumping in keeps them excited. How do you maintain or increase your 
excitement for God?   

b. Keeping in mind that when we talk about the Christianish, we always are 
talking about ourselves, when do we, by our actions or our thoughts stop 
being content with watching others have a passion for God and others 
and jump in? If we have a passion for God, how do we go to the next 
level? 

3. The first question is – are we sure that we want to follow the call? Not everyone 
who Jesus said come and follow me did so. Jumping off a cliff is sometimes scary. 

4. How can we make St. Andrew a place that welcomes people to jump into God’s 
warm embrace? How do we help St. Andrew call the Christianish (ourselves and 
others) to become passionate servants of Christ? 



Daily Bible Readings 
Before reading each passage, take a few minutes to get a sense of the context. Your study bible 

should help. Jot down a few questions that come to mind from your reading of the passage. 
Monday, 1 Timothy 1:3-2:15  The 
contrast of true and false teaching (part one) 

Tuesday, 1 Timothy 4:1-5:2  The contrast 
of true and false teaching (part two) 

Wednesday, 1 Timothy 6:2b-21  The 
contrast of true and false teaching (part three) 

Thursday, 2 Timothy 4:3-4  Telling 
“itching ears” what they want to hear. 

Friday, 2 Peter 3:15-16  Because the 
Christian teachings can be difficult to 
understand, some distort them – to their own 
destruction! 
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11:00 “Something Else” Class in Festival Hall 
Sept 25 through October 9: Rev. Arthur Jones 

================================================ 

Scott’s Tuesday Lunchtime Class 
We meet at 11:45 in room 127 on Tuesdays. 

We have just begun a new study of the gospel of John. 
Join us whenever you can. 

This is very “drop-in.” Bring a lunch if you like. 
Bring a study Bible. 

================================================ 

Scott Engle is leading a trip to the Holy Land in late October. 
There are still a few places open. It is not too late 

In addition to Israel, we will visit the Pyramids, Ephesus, Athens, and Rome. It 
will be quite an experience. Dozens of St. Andrew members have already joined 

the trip. We hope you’ll join us. 

For more information, go to www.scottengle.org. 

You can also e-mail Scott at sengle@standrewumc.org. 


